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ADDRESS BY MR. CARLOS ARDRRS PBREZ, PRRSXDRRI O? THR RRPURLIC 01 VRRISZUELA 

a PS (intr1p dstion fror Arabic), l-be Arrembly will firrt 

hear an address by the Prarident of the Republic of Veneruela. 

8, Prw of m of V-8. wpll 

. 

m (interpretation from Arabic11 On behalf of the 

General Assembly, I have the honour to welcorae to the United Nations the 

President of the Republic of Venezuela, Mr. Carlon Andre6 Perer, and to invite 

him to address the Assembly. 

v (interpretation from Spanish): Mr. President, I 

have come before the representatives of the coamtunity of nation8 in order to 

express my country’8 views on the great issuer of our time8 and to reaffirm 

our commitment to understanding and solidarity. 

But before beginning my statement I would like to extend my mo8t sincere 

congratulationa to Mr. Samir Shihabi on hi8 election a8 President of the 

United Nation8 General Assembly at the forty-sixth session and, on behalf of 

Venezuela, I would like express our enthusiastic welcome to the nations that 

are joining our Organisation - Katonia, Latvia and Lithuania, the Republic of 

Korea, the People’8 Republic of Korea, Micronesia and the Harshall Islands. 

These deliberation8 ar3 taking place at a time when a new international 

order is being defined and when the developing countries cannot be absent. 

We, the Countries represented here, must ewure that the momentous 

significance Of this exceptional time is not weakened or tarnished and that 

the promising momentum unleashed by these breathtaking changes remains 

unabated. 
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Behind us lie chapters of confrontation, intransigence and inflexibility 

and timer of sterile, sonsoloss controversies, dominated by the terrifying 

euphemism of nuclear deterrence. 

The prospects of a less conflictive world should not make us rostpone 

action on, or sidestep the challenges and dilemmas facing us. Sam of them 

are oldr others are new, left over from a bipolar world that still moulds 

historical events in terms of inequality and injustice. The building of peace 

requires an innovative look, not only at the conflicts still persisting, but 

also at the pressing economic and social problems experienced by the vast 

majority of mankind and the growing gap between poverty and prosperity. 

Let us move now from East-West confrontation to a North-South 

co-operation that will lead to a single united world. 

It is time to ask both the United States and Cuba to cease the 

confrontation which began in the context of the cold war. Let us have 

confidence that Cuba will open itself to the universal concept of democracy as 

we would all wish and that the United States will be open to a dialogue that 

puts an end to sanctions that have lost all justification and validity. 

The evolution of relationa between the United States and the Soviet 

Union, the latter immersed in a process of vital political and economic 

choice, dominates the world scene, which is fraught with expectation and 

uncertainty. 

The after-effects of the Iraq-Kuwait conflict, compounded by the 

interminable crisis in the Middle East, have reawakened and brought to the 

forefront the need to devise a new world order that will put an end to such 

situations. 
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May 2 tsko this opportunity to express our firmest support for the 

efforts nab by United Gtates Gecretary of Stat., Mr. Baker, to promote a 

conferenco of countriem involved in the Arab-Israeli conflict that threatens 

to jeopardise the dramatic process ending the occupation of Kuwait. 

&vents in the Uiddle East, the Soviet Union, Eastern Europe, Asia a;ld 

Africa reveal serious obstacles to the achievement of a new world order, 

making it aecersary t;o redefine international security and devise more 

efficient mechanisms. Tensions of a territorial, ethnic or religious nature 

and an upsurge of nationalism have given rise to serious problems of 

inexplicable virulence. 

The threat of disintegration of the State of Yuguslavia cannot be viewed 

by the United Nations as an internal problem. Venezuela associates itself 

with those who have called for the restoration of peace in Yugoslavia and we 

support the position of those Members of the Orqanixation who are encouraging 

discussion in the Security Council. 

Interdependence is a phenomenon brought about by the complex realities of 

the contemporary world, but it must cease to be a new form of dependence which 

hinders efforts made to incorporate the countries of the South into the 

international economy, as has been stated in the report of the South 

Coxunission of which I was a member. 
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In this context, the Non-Aligned Uovement is acquiring a unique 

importance with the disappearance of the ideological rhetoric of the past. 

It8 task will now be to participate actively in encouraging South-South 

cooperation and in promoting dialogue with the North. 

I venture to say with optimism that the now historic age that is 

beginning will lead to the inclusion on the international agenda of a 

comprehensive approach to North-South relations so that interdependence will 

be understood as an interweaving of problem8 and solutions. There are many 

useful areas and actions that could lead to the use of a new methodology in 

North-South relations. Environmental conservation and the struggle against 

drug trafficking are of universal priority. 

Such questions lie in the future of continental and Caribbean Latin 

America. Last year in this forum, we spoke of the progress democracy had made 

in our countries, and said that, for this process to be irreversible, a 

solution had to be found to the problems of critical and extreme poverty. The 

inevitable macroeconomic adjustment programmes, necessary for the 

modernization of our societies, cannot proceed without a concurrent war 

against hunger, unemployment and lack of opportunity. 

The democracies that have become stabilized in Latin America will not be 

secure if the governments of the area cannot significantly improve the quality 

of life of their people. Our democracies will not be able to survive if there 

is a massive increase in critical poverty and if social tensions are 

aggravated. We do not want aid. What we want is trade on reciprocal and 

balanced terms. We want a satisfactory conclusion to the Uruguay Round, which 

has been held up by trade confrontations between the United States and Europe, 
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while our own trade ir rubjoct to a wide range of protectionirt meaaurel) by 

the industrialired countrier. 

We murt acknowledge - and we Latin &nericanr have not done 80 in the 

past - that our relations with the United States are changing for the better. 

It somehow 8eem8, however, that turope has not yet been able to grasp the 

importance of our region, although we have advised the Conmnunity’s senior 

officials of this fact. 

Par this reason, we support the spirit of President Bush’s Enterprise for 

the Americas initiative, which poses the long-term challenge of a hemispheric 

market and at the same time includes the essential factors of debt. trade, 

investment and development. However, we still EOU, both in North lunerics and 

in Europe, restrictive practices, whereby we are required to develop open 

economies. Yet, our natural advantages are deemed to be unfair or are 

referred to aa dumping Practices, and our exports are denied access to other 

markets. We welcome the growing interest Japan and other Asian nations have 

shown in our region. 

We are making efforts to seek a solution to traditional territorial 

conflicts. We are working steadfastly to make the Latin American Economic 

System (SELA) a body of regional coordination and integration, and the 

Orqanization of American States (OAS) an effective instrument, atuned to the 

new urgent needs of the international context, an organization able to bring 

coherence to a hemispheric pact between the two large regions of the 

continent, north and south of the Rio Grande. 

We are confident that this year we will share the satisfaction of seeing 

a definitive end to the bloody conflict in Central America, with peace 

achieved in El Salvador, through the mediation of the Secretary.-General, 
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(Ersrldent) 

Mr. Javier Peres de Cuellar, to whom I should like to pay a tribute for his 

intelligent guidance of the United Nationa during this last very complex 

decade. 

In order to complete this brief account of our Latin American vision of 

expectations and problems, may I say that we view with deep satisfaction the 

spectacular advances in our regional integration processes. The Andean Pact, 

the Cotmnon Market of the South, the Caribbean Conmnunity and the Group of Three 

have, among others, marked the new economic and integrationist history of 

Latin bnerica; the Rio Group has become the political interlocutor for the 

coordination of regional action and its coherent international impact. In 

addition, we strongly support the beginning of the future hemispheric market 

through a process of trade integration, which is being conducted among the 

United States of America, Canada and Mexico. 

It has become a comnonpiace to say that the world is on the threshold of 

a new era, a new time, a new age. No subject could be more appealing this 

fall of 1991 in this great global forum, the United Nations. Yet, this irr no: 

the first time that we speak about a new order. In the past we have advocated 

a new world economic order, and here in the United Nations, for an entire 

decade, resounding voices from a?.1 parts of the world have been heard, warning 

of the pressing need to change the perception and management of world affairs, 

both economic and political. We do not believe that these voices have gone 

unheeded. On the contrary, our persistent discourse has yielded some fruit. 

Pirat of all, one of its main arguments has been well corroborated. We warned 

that the arms race would leau the world into an unprecedented critical 

situation, and that growing military expenditure would create conflicts for 

the big Powers themselves. 
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It wa& impoerible to underrtand the obrtinacy of the big Poworr in 

recogaiming or hmediag thee. warningr. Today, one of the groat empiroe, that 

of the cold war, no longer exirt8. Military expenditure and the 

ailitarieatioo of our rocietier have yielded the anticipated resultr. It was 

naive to believe that what might be devastating for come could be beneficial 

for others. The military expenditure of the Uert ir a mirror image of that in 

the former Soviet IWon. The policies of eystematic confrontation were 

abetted by the military-industrial complexes of the great Powerr. The 

manipulation of fear and the manipulation of information about arsenals were 

well-known tactics. 
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The twentieth century leavoa a balance sheet worthy of deep rsflection. 

Two devastating war8 in the first half of the century, and in the second half 

a long cold war that apurred a broad range of challeages and confrontations, 

that fed the mort unusual regional conflicts and that counted among their 

victims the doveloping countrier that became the theatre and not just the 

audience of thir struggle and in 80 doing became participants in its madness. 

The porribility of building a new world order is really just beginning. 

But for that order to come about and to be stable there must be prior 

acknowledgement of the fact that no one, no country, large or small, strong or 

weak, can remain on the sidelines or be dominant. 

The idea of democracy is prevailing the world over. It is becoming 

widespread and the right of peoples is being recognized. 

But we must understand that people consider democracy tc mean well-being, 

progress in freedom, equitable economic and trade relations, an opening of 

markets, free communication among peoples, international cooperation, an end 

to domination and a balanc(x betveen security and social expenditures. 

It is not enough, in CJratifying our optimism, simply to proclaim that a 

new order is being born. A new order is not born just because the world 

balance of power has collapsed. Existing challenges are tenacious. Renascent 

nationalisms, ethnic and religious conflicts, regional disagreements, forces 

that arise with anarchical impetus as a dramatic response to many decades of 

repression will not be easily handled or overcome. 

The identity of all peoples, respect for them and protection of their 

values must be key factors in a new order so that political and religious 

dogmatisms abandon their resentments and do not become elements of 

destabilisation. 
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In thim context wo wimh to wntion the conflict beleaguering tha poop10 

of the Sahara which mumt ba l olved with unconditional guarantamm for thm right 

to melf-determination. We inpatimntly await the rsfmrmndur that will onable 

the Sahraoui to join the democratic c-unity of nation8. 

We are living in a revolutionary l re of coraunicatioau, of technology and 

science, but our time ham not brought about a tovolution in education or in 

culture. Thim is the great paradox, a paradox illuntrative of the deep crisis 

confronting urn. The message conveyed to the peopler of thm world im not a 

positive one. It in not directed at preserving our fundamental values or at 

teaching peoples how to live together. The revolution in cormmunications 

placer un in minultaneoum contact with all existing conflictcr; its impact 

naturally contributes towards exalting one’s one conflicts over those more 

remote. 

To place much extraordinary technological remourcem at the service of 

culture, mcience, international cooperation and education, together with the 

need to protect children, is one of the challenges of the new world order that 

will bring back maturity and democracy to the world. 

Last year was the year of the surfsnit on children, convened by the 

political will of Heads of State the world over. Today we are happy to see 

that 30 Members of the !Jnited Nations have held national conferences to devise 

progranxnes of action aimed at rescuing our children from the aggression of 

poverty and malnutrition. 

Were we to think that a new world order could be defined as a simple 

balance of military power or economic force, we would be prolonging the 

injustice and the discrimination that prevailed in the bipolar order that has 

passed. 
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The time ha@ come to approach seriourly the isrue of modernising and 

sdsptiag United Natioaa raechanisms 86 a oyster of collective security. 

Otherwiee we would be condemning n group of countries to an unbridled sesrch 

for self-protection in the absence of a security system that can protsct the 

weak against the strong. 

I responsibly heed the call of many peace-loving Government6 60 that our 

own people’s aspiration for democracy can also become a permanent aspiration 

of the United Nations. The Organiratfon will not be strengthened unless an 

agreement is reached to eliminate the right of veto exercised by the permanent 

members of the Security Council, a right that responded to circumstancea and 

realities that have ceased to exist. This mechanism runa counter to the 

spirit of the Charter of the United Nations and limits its effecti*re 

contributions to collective security. 

The right to veto Security Council resolutions is a mechanism that limits 

the achievement of consensus among the Member States of the United Nationa. 

The Security Council must be a representative body, and in no ray should any 

of its members negate the majority view of the United Nations. If we want 

collective and democratic security, we must aspire to universal egalitarian 

law. 

I wish to propose formally that this Assembly entrust to a committee of 

experts the study of new foundations for the organisation and functioning of 

the Security Council. The countries now holding a decisive privilege would be 

full-fledged permanent members of the Council and the membership might even be 

expanded. Decisions on collective security would need at least a qualified 

majority of its members to reflect the general will of the international 

community. 
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Last year I ruggorted in thir forum the coovonin9 of 0 meeting hetwern 

oil-producing and CODIW~ countrima to coordinate the uao and production of a 

roaourco fundamental to the welfare of our civilirstion. In IIpite of rolne 

rcdpticira, the meolin wae held with the erplicit and constructive support of 

Preridont Praacof~~ Mitterand. In July thin year in Pario, major conclusions 

were reached a8 to ways sad mans of improving information and analysis of the 

eneqy world of the future. 
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We also believe that there ia an urgent need to achieve a new 

environmental order. We shall be attending the worlfi conference on the 

environment in Brazil as a country from the Amaron region and aa a member of 

the Atnaron Pact, and we aspire to playing a leading role in the adoption of 

majar global decisions in this respect. 

I cannot but refer to the second aurmnit conference of the Group of 

Fifteen fo be held in Caracaa next November. The Group of Fifteen acts as a 

consulting forum for the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries, to coordinate the 

policies of the Sc;rth at the international level and to assist in the 

formulation and implementation of cooperation prograrmnea. 

The year 1992 will mark the SGOth anniveraary of the encounter between 

Europe and America. On our continent, we are preparing ‘0 celebrate this 

eveat by considering the advances of our own hiatory and its impact. We hope 

that the rest of the world represented here will share with u8 the celebration 

of this important historic event that changed the course of mankind. 

The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Arabic): On behalf of the 

General Assembly, I wish to thank the President of Venezuela for the statement 

he has just made. 

Mr. Carlos Andres Perez, President of theJQp,&Jic of V’suela, wa.~ 

escorted from the General Assembly Hall. 

AGENDA ITEM 9 

GENER)LL DEBATE 

me PRESIDENT (interpretation from Arabic): I should like to remind 

representatives that, in accordance with a decision taken by the General 

Assembly at its 3rd plenary meeting. the list of speakers will be closed this 

afternoon at 6 p.m. 
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nt._OllGCaaR (Gernsny) (rpoka in Gernsa~ Knglish test furnished by 

the delegation): Thio session of the Generel Aamembly in taking place in a 

world that hsr undergone fundamental change. The United Nations ir the focal 

point of mankind’s new hopes and expectations. This maker your office, Mr. 

President, one of rpecial responsibility. I wish you luck and muccees and 

greet you as the representative of a country with which we, Germany, have 

long-standing close relations. 

I welcome most heartily the Baltic States of Sstonia, Latvia and 

Lithuania as new Members of the United Nations. They had lost their freedom 

and independence in 1940 as a result of that criminal document, the 

Hitler-Stalin pact. All the greater, therefore, is the pleasure felt by us 

Germans at the fact that history has at long last justly rewarded these 

courageous peoples with the freedom they longed for. 

I welcome the two Korean States. We hope that the wish of the Korean 

people will be fulfilled, that they will be able, like the German people, to 

live in freedom and democracy in one sovereign and independent State. I also 

welcome the Marshall Islands and Micronesia to the family of nations. 

Every year since 1974 I have addressed this Assembly on behalf of the 

Federal Republic of Germany. On each occasion I have expressed our intention 

to work for a state of peace in Europe in which the German people could 

recover their unity in free self-determination. On 3 October 1990 that wish 

came true. 

At this moment I conmnemorate all those who had to sacrifice their lives 

and their freedom in prisons and camps because they wanted to live in a 

European Germany of freedom, democracy and human rights. We pay a tribute to 

all those who, iL( what was then the German Democratic Republic, as everywhere 
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in Central md Eaatrrn lurope, took to the streeta to 98in fraedom, democracy 

and unity by pacoful w&Dl. 

Today I l ddrorr the )rrsombly for the firrt time 8~ the roroipn K1aist.r 

of unltod Gormaay. Gomany taker itr place in tha fmily of United lstionm on 

the bsrir of thm United Iationr Chartor. 
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(nr.rn) 

As a European country, wo are comittod to the Chartor of Parir. We Germans 

regard the greater weight of our people united in one Statm aa a mandate to 

anaumb greater responsibility for freedom, democracy and human right6 in a 

European Germany which has put behind it the nation-Stat. thinking of the 

past. Whila the division of Germany made manifest the divirion of Europe, 

German unity today contributes to the unification of the wholo European 

continent. 

Europe etands at a crossroads in its history. We Germans want this 

Europv to develop in close transatlantic solidarity. The North Atlantic 

alliance and the involvement of the United States and Canada in the Conference 

on Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE) process are a reflection of that 

solidarity. The European Conmnunity’s transatlantic declaration underscores 

the will for ever clo?er European-North American cooporation. 

The aims of the policy of united Germany are as follows: 

First, we want the European Community, of which we are a founding member, 

to develop into a European Union and ultimately into the United Staten of 

Europe. We want this year to bring a final decision in favour of political 

union and economic and monetary union. 

Second, we want all democratic States in Europe to be able to accede to 

this Community. For the new democracies in Eastern Europe which are 

introducing market economies the way must be opened, through association, to 

full membership. 

Third, we want to bring the whole of Europe ever closer together on the 

basis of the Charter of Paris. We also want the peoples of the Soviet Union, 

who are adopting a new form of coexistence as sovereign republics, to take 

their place in this Europe. 
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Europe will find itm new order in coafodoral rtructuror) thorn. will 

manifest themsolver in different form. 7’hoy will take account of existlag 

structures and will afford the region8 new opportuaitiee. With groater unity, 

Europe will at the game Lima acquire greater diversity. 

It is the responsibility of the Western democracies also to establish the 

material conditions for European unity 80 that new boundarier do not divide 

Europe into haves and have-note. New prioritiom will have to bo fixed for 

material assistance a8 well. Germany is facing up to this task! aa 

Europeans, we aim, together with other Europeans, to create one Europe by 

providing assistance for our Eastern neighbours. No one in the West will be 

permanently well off if those in the East are permanently badly off. 

Fourth, aa a country in the heart of Europe, we want to devote all our 

energy to achieving the unity of our continent. This is underscored by the 

unique link between Germany and France. Also important in thie process ir the 

close cooperation with our Eastern neighbours. I emphasixed thia in the 

Declaration of Weimar, signed on 29 August 1991 with my Preach colleague, 

Roland Dwnas, and my Polish colleague, Professor Krzysztof Skubiszewsk!. 

As the door to unity began to open for the German people in the autumn of 

1989, I stated here before the United Nations on 27 September that year that 

we wanted Poland to know that the Polish people’s 

II . . . right to live within secure borders will not be called into 

guestion, not now or in the future, through territorial claims by us 

Germans”. (9/44/PV.8. p. la, 

That was a signal, not only to the Pol!sh people but to all our neighbours. 
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That statement uaa incorporated into the two-plus-four Treaty and the 

German-Polish Treaty, which ir at prosont being dobatod by the parliamenta of 

both countries. The German-Csechorlovak Treaty on Good-Reighbourly Relatlonr 

and Friendly Cooperation is likewise about to bo rignod. Thor. treaties, like 

the major treaty uith the Soviet Union and the treaties with the other 

countries of Central and Eastern Europe still to come, manifort our intention 

to work towards one Europe. Our relatiocship with the loviet Union has 

meanwhile nesumed central importance for the whole of Europe. 

The German people are emphasising their determination to draw the 

conclusions from the ill-fated chapters of our history in this century and to 

help build a Europe based on responsibility and not on the power politics of 

the pant. 

Fifth, we want the Western alliance to continue its efforts to enbure 

stability throughout Europe in a changing political environment. The contacts 

already established with the former members of the Warsaw Pact, including the 

Soviet Union, must be developed into a comprehensive partnership for 

security. Cooperative security structures must emerge. Our alliance, as 

Czechoalovak President Vaclav Have1 confirmed in his address to the NATO 

Council on 21 March, 1991, was never a threat to others. 

The ending of the East-West confrontation has opened the way for the 

radical reduction of excessively large military arsenals. We want 

conventional disarmament to be pursued consistently, in accordance with the 

first Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe. We want a global 

prohibition on chemical weapons. We want the removal of short-range nuclear 

missiles and of nuclear artillery ammunition - this is urgent: such weapons 

are increasingly dostabilizing; the danger of their proliferation is 
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growiagr they q u8t dieappear at long lart. We expect the nuclear Powrr to 

continue the reduction of mtrstegic nuclear weapons. 

Sixth, we want to neko the CSClI capable of action. After the 

establishment of tho Council of CSCB Poroign Miaietora end of the CSCE 

emergency mmchanimm, I submitted specific proposals at the CSCS Conference on 

the Human Dimension, held in Moscow on 10 September thir year, aimed at more 

l ffoctive protection for human rights, democracy and the rule of law. It must 

alao be possible to afford such protection without the consent of the country 

ccncerned. 

The right to self-determination and, directly linked with it, the righta 

of minoritier, must be respected everywhere. Europe is heading towards more 

identity and more plurality. From this must not emerge neonationalism. 

European atructurea must absorb these developmenta. ?or all questions ue muat 

have a European response. That is a tsak for the European Conununity, and it 

is a tank for the CSCE. 

The crisis-management capability of the CSCE must be enhanced. The less 

necessary it becomes to protect oneself from threats from outside, the more we 

need a system in which all cooperate in guaranteeing conwnon security. If we 

together learn to guarantee our security from one another, we in Europe will 

be on the way to a collective system of security. 
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Seventh, we Getrsns want the new Burope to exercise its global 

responsibility. It should not and will not be introspective. The trend 

towards a Sure-Atlantic area of cooperation stretching from Vancouver to 

Vladivostok opens up a historic opportunity for development for the countries 

of the South as well. 

The world economic sussnit of the seven industrial nations - including 

Japan - faces its greatest test where global responsibilities are concerned. 

The triad of North hmerica, Europe and Japan must prove its worth. The third 

world will not remain in the shadow of this development. It will benefit 

vitally from this new era. 

The ending of the East-West conflict in Europe is at last releasing those 

energies tied up by the cold war which mankind now needs in order to solve the 

global challenges of the twenty-first century. The first fruits of rhis new 

development are already appearing. The East-West confrontation is no longer 

being staged in the third world. Freedom is emerging in Angola and in 

Cambodia, and in Afghanistan too there are signs of hope. 

In the Middle East as well a historic opportunity for peace is opening 

up. We all hope that at the forthcoming peace conference all participants 

will at long last realize that there is no justifiable alternative to a 

genuine balance of interests that gives Israel security and peace and the 

Palestinians self-determination. With great commitment and unending patience, 

Secretary of State Baker has paved the way for such a balance. In this he has 

Germany’s full support. The General Assembly resolution equating Zionism with 

racism must be repealed. We support the American initiative in that regard. 
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In South Africa, President De Clerk and Nelson Mandela have taken 

decisive steps toward creating a South Africa free from oppreeaion and racial 

hatred. All citisens of that country must participate with equal rights in 

its political, economic and social life. This must be guaranteed by a new 

constitution. A democratic South Africa can and must become a locomotive of 

development and stability in a region still afflicted by poverty and conflicts. 

The economic fruits of the new development in I?urope are likewise 

discernible. As the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development has 

calculated, the single European market will meau a 7 per cent increase in the 

exports of developing countries to the European Community. That will boost 

their earnings by $10 billion. And if in a few years’ time Central and 

Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union become regions cf dynamic growth, they 

will also develop into important new markets for exports from the South. 

Above all, however, the end of the arms race between East and West will 

release tremendous energies which will benefit the third wolld above all, 

Eighth, we Germans want the United Nations to become the main forum for 

action in the new world order. ro that end, it is absolutely essential that 

Security Council resolutions be implemented, completely and unconditionally. 

Aggressors like Saddam Hussein must no longer be permitted to keep people in 

constant fear with aggression and meanz of mass destruction. We support 

President Bush in his resolve to counteract fresh provocations. Our world 

Organization must be able to meet the challenges of the new era. Conflict 

prevention, demographic policy and environmental protection must be improved. 

The ending of the East-West conflict has freed the world Organization 

from its paralysis. This new freedom to act must now be used. Germany is 

prepared to play its part. The united Germany will assume all rights and meet 
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all obligations of the Unit.6 Nation8 Chartmr, including meamuras of 

collective r*curity, alro with our armed forma. For thir purporo wo intend 

to amend our constitution. 

Ninth, in order to improve coordination of United Nations disaster relief 

moasuroo, we advocate the appointnant of a high-ranking reprerentstive 

l xclurivoly roaponmible to the Secretary-Goneral. This porson would have to 

coordinate all international relief measures and have inunediately available an 

emergency fund and national rescue and relief services. 

We want to enhance the status of the Secretary-General himself. He has 

frequently spoken of this necessity, and rightly so. Now his tenure is coming 

to an end. The world has come to respect him as a guardian of ~8x8, a 

champion of human rights, and an advocate of the poor. In an era ol: epochal 

change, he has, with clear vision and a firm hand, enhanced the reputation of 

the United Nations. For this the family of nations owe8 him a debt of 

gratitude and appreciation. 

Tenth, we want to strengthen the instruments asserting the rule of law in 

the world. The experience of our history has committed us in a special way to 

f reedoa, the rule of law and human rights. We pursue these goals in Europe, 

and we intend to pursue them in the United Nations as well. We intend to 

pursue a policy which focuses on the individual, makes human rights and human 

dignity the measures of all human action and does not paralyze people’s energy 

and enterprise. 

The world today realises that this is a precondition for prosperity, 

social progress and peace. It also realises that despotism negates 

development and freedom. The alarming figure of 15 million refugees worldwide 
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l hews that the world is still far from ensuring adequate protection for human 

rights and the rights of ninoritier. 

The violation of human rights muat DO longer be a domestic concern of 

individual States but a domestic concern of the community of nations as a 

whole. Today sovereignty must meet its limits in the responsibility of States 

for mankind a8 a whole and for the survival of Creation. When human rights 

are trampled under foot, the family of nations is not confined to the role of 

spectator. It can - it must - intervene. 

We are witness to the persecution of the Kurdish people. Anyone who 

threatens peoples with genocide. anyone who deliberately destroys nature’s 

already fragile equilibrium in an entire region, must be brought to account 

before an international tribunal. We call for an international court of 

justice of the United Nations where crimes against humanity, crimes against 

peace, genocide, war crimes and environmental criminality can be prosecuted 

and punished. We call for a court of justice to which anyone who feels that 

his human rights have been violated may appeal. We call for the proscription 

of torture and capital punishment. 

We need an effective international environmental law regime with 

appropriate international controls. It must be possible to impose sanctions 

on countries that deliberately destroy the environment. We also have to 

effectively prevent environmental warfare. I ask the General Assembly to 

support the draft resolution on this important matter which Germany proposes 

to introduce. 
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We call upon all States to accede to the International Convention against 

the Taking of Hortages, and we call for 8anctions against countries which 

tolerate hostage-taking. The World Conference on Human Nights, scheduled to 

take place in 1993, must deal with those questions that are of such vital 

importance for a new culture of international coexistence. We are looking 

forward to hooting the Conference in Berlin, that symbol of a new era of 

humanity and solidarity in Europe. 

Eleventh, a8 in the ca8e of civil human rights, we seek protection for 

economic and social human rights. The united Germany will continue to render 

a significant contribution to the development of the third world. In spite of 

the challenge8 presented by economic and ecological reconstruction in central 

and eastern Europe. the diversion of capital from South to East that had been 

feared ha8 not taken place. This reflects the determination of the Western 

industrial nation8 to live up to their responsibility for development on a 

global scale. 

Germany, in spite of the enormous domestic strain on its fe8ource8 and 

the disproportionately high level of support for its eastern neighbours, has 

increased its official development assistance even more. FurthermOre, the 

German people last year donated MT@ than 1 billion Deutschmarks for 

humanitarian purposes in third-world countries. This is proof that their own 

country’s problems and those of central and eastern Europe have not caused 

them to forget the plight of people in Asia, Africa and Latin America. 

There is a growing appreciation in third-world countries that it is not 

enough simply to expect the donor countries to do their duty, but that they 

themselves are primarily responsible for putting their houses in order. In 

future the German Government will, more than previously, make its assistance 
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conditional upon the extent to which recipients are propared to crest0 the 

right pluralistic, rule-of-law sad free-market framawrk. Countries which are 

more concerned with rtrengthening their armier than reeing to the needs of 

their people can no longer count on our support. 

Conridering the degree of hunger and poverty, annual military rpending of 

close to $200 billion by the third world ir irresponsible. The responsibility 

lies with the buyer8 and sellers of weapons alike. The mere freering of this 

military expenditure would save about $15 billion a year - about one quarter 

of annual development assistance. 

The restriction of arms exports requires, as a first step, greater 

transparency. Since 1980 I have been urging the world Organiration to 

establish a register in which transfers of weapons would be recorded. This 

proposal, which irk now being advocated by the European Cormnunity aa a whole, 

ahould, during this session of the General Assembly, at long last meet with 

broad support. We Germans will place even greater restriction8 on the export 

of arms. 

Heavy indebtedness remains for many countries one of the greatest 

obstacles to development. The debate on Africa has shown that we need a new 

arrangement particularly for the poorest countries. The amount of debt 

remission should correspond to the plight cf the country concerned. The 

markets of the North must not remain closed. This situation is depriving the 

South of proceeds from foreign exchange amounting to an estimated $100 billion 

a year. That is about twice the total sum of development aid. This is why 

the outcome of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) negotiations 

is not a matter for the industrial countries among themselves. It affects 

above all the future of the developing countries. 
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Twelfth, we want the third-world countrior to participate on an equal 

footing in the di&loqua on mankind’g future, in ~11 roapoctr - political, 

economic, l coloqical and cultural. A8 bmforo, wo regard the Non-Aliqood 

Movement a8 an indirpenmable aoufce of global #lability. Mankind’s now 

challenger, the greater iuterdependenco and rsrponribility of the community of 

nation8 make new forma of dialogue baaed on partnerrhip between l!art and Wert 

and between North and South imperative. The global trend towardr a free 

society, pluralistic democracy and market economy has created new, favourable 

conditions for such a "dialogue of the one world". We must now use this 

opportunity. 

While we are here debating the conm~on future tasks of the world 

community, war is being waged in Europe. People are being killed, are 

bleeding to death. Fighting is going on in Croatia - but not only there. The 

President and the Prime Minister of Yugoslavia say that the army has placed 

itself beyond political control. They have appealed to the United Nations. 

The peoples of Yugoslavia have a right to peace. The Conference on Sscurity 

and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE), the European Community and the Western 

European Union (WEU) are striving to bring about a cease-fire and a peace 

agreement. For this they require the support of the community of nations and 

the Security Council. We expect a binding weapons embargo. We expect the 

Security Council to adopt a clear, unequivocal position so that the fighting 

can be stopped. The use of force to achieve political ends muat remain 

unlawful. We shall never recognise the acquisition of territory by force. 

Anyone aiming to alter Yugoslavia's internal and external borders by force is 

challenging the very foundations of human coexistence. Germany has in recent 

decades developed friendly relations with all peoples of Yugoslavia. We do 
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not take ride8 agsinrt one p8oplo or another) we tsko the ride of the WOIMP 

and moth8rr who do not want their hurbandr and 8008 to die in a aen8olosr 

V8I. We tak8 th8 aide Of POSCO 8gain8t w8r, of human rightr, Of the right8 Of 

minorities and the right to 8elf-determinatiOn, Wo wish l UCCOIIII to the peace 

conf8rence that we tog8th8r with ?raacm proposed to the arbitration coImni88ion 

and to the mediator, Lord Carrington. Within the framework of the rl*ropean 

Cormunity and the CSCE arbitration mechanism we shall make every effort to 

achieve a peace rettlement in which the people8 of Yugoslavia alone will 

determine th8ir future, as the CSCE Foreign Ministers decided under my 

chairmanship in Berlin on 19 June 1991. 

On the threshold of the new millennium mankind face8 a global challenge 

that overshadows all else: that of fighting poverty, reducing population 

growth and protecting the natural source8 of life. What the twenty-first 

century will look like depend8 on the decisions we take in the next 10 years. 

The concern with freedom in the past two year8 ha8 changed the 

countenance of Europe, indeed of the world, at breathtaking speed. What could 

not be changed in that short period were the economic and social conditions of 

the people. If a billion people have to manage on less than one dollar a day, 

if 23 per cent of the world's population commands over 85 per cent of the 

world’8 income, then everybody's security is threatened. Mau is still waging 

war against creation. 

We need a comprehensive peace pact between peoples, between nations, and 

between man and nature. These are the tasks for a new world domestic policy. 
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We need to realire that the social issue on a global scale is the great 

challenge of the new era. Only decent human conditions for all create 

freedom. It is only to this kind of freedom that the future vill belong. In 

the last three and a half decades the population of the third world has almost 

doubled. In the next generation the developing countries will account for 

over 80 per cent of the world’s population. Today already, more than one 

third of the world's population is undernourished. What will the situation be 

like a generation hence? This question in itself indicates the whole 

dimension of our responsibility. Our task is to meet the needs of the present 

and at the same time protect the interests of future generations - and also to 

attempt to reconcile economy and ecology. 

The accumulation of arms during the cold war has consumed astronomical 

SUJIIS. Now it is a question of directing our combined efforts to the central 

task of the twenty-first century: solving the world's social, demographic and 

ecological problems and pursuing disarmament. 

This is the spiritual and moral challenge confronting the nations of the 

world. New thinking is required from each one of us. The signs are there. 

When did the voice of freedom and democracy speak with such force as today? 

It is true: the world has changed fundamentally. It has changed through the 

spirit of freedom. Everywhere human rights and human dignity are gaining 

ground. Hardly ever have we been more aware of this than on 21 August this 

year, when the Moscow coup against freedom failed. On exactly that day 23 

years previously the Soviet army had brutally crushed the Prague Spring. rhis 

time the soldiers of the same army refused to shoot at the people who had 

gathered in Moscow’s "Square of Free Russia" to defend freedom and democracy 

with their lives. There it became clear to the whole world: 
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Mikhail Gorbachev’s courageous reformist policy has become irreversible. 

Today already he has taken his place in the annala of history. 

The events of that day gave the lie to all those in the West who did not 

believe that the peoples of the Soviet Union had the will for freedom and 

democracy. Boris Yeltsin, Eduard Shevardnadxe, Anatoly Sobchak, Gavril Popov 

and Alexander Yakovlev stood unshakably with many, many of their 

fellow-citizens for freedom and peace. 

What Europe and the world was twice denied in this century our generation 

has the chance to fulfil: President Bush’s vision of a new world order. It 

is the vision of a world community sharing responsibility on the basis of law, 

the self-determination of nations, international solidarity and respect for 

man and nature. 

If  this historic opportunity for new an4 lasting international solidarity 

is not to evaporate through economic want, then the West I .st not forsake the 

people who risked their lives for freedom. I said it in Davos in 1967 and I 

say it again today: this concerns Europe’s, America’s and Japan’s joint 

responsibility for global peace. The chance to create a lastingly free and 

democratic new Soviet Union is a chance for the whole world. 

The German American philosopher Hans Jonas said: “Hope derives from 

responsibility for the universe”. Europe has reflected on its fundamental 

values and is building its common home. In spite of all the difficulties, 

this peaceful undertaking is a message of hope to the world. 

The united Germany places itself for all time on the side of freedom and 

democracy, on the side of human rights and human dignity, on the side of the 

right of self-determination and of protection for minorities. The German 
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people aide once and for all with the inalienable values which alone permit a 

humane society to develop. 

That is the message of the united Germany to the community of nbLions to 

which I have the honour to speak here today for the firnt time as the 

representative of one Germany. Aa a European Germany we intend to face the 

global challenges. In this we reyard every person on earth as our neighbour. 

bpLMI_pITli&I (China) (interpretation from Chinese): Sir. first 

of all, please allow me to warmly congratulate you on your election to the 

presidency of the Genera! Assembly of the United Nations at its forty-sixth 

session. I believe that, with your wisdom and experience, you will accomplish 

with distinction the noble task entrusted to you by the Asaembly. Meanwhile I 

would like to express my appreciation and thanks to your predecessor, 

Mr. De Marco, for his positive contribution to the work of the last session. 

Seven new Members have been admitted at the current session to the United 

Nations. This is a gratifying event. I wish to extend my sincere 

congratulations to the Democratic People’3 Republic of Korea, the Republic of 

Korea, the Republic of the Marshall Islands, the Federated States of 

Micronesia, the Republic of Estonia, the Republic of Latvia and the Republic 

of Lithuania on their admission to membership in the United Nations. 

It is still fresh in people’s memory that the forty-fifth sesion of the 

General Assembly was convened under the dark cloud of the ongoing Gulf 

crisis. As we gather here for the forty-sixth session, this dark cloud has 

already dispersed. Yet peace, security and development still face grave 

challe:lges in various regions and the world as a whole. And the people of all 

countries are anxious to see the establishment of a new international order 

which will make our world a better one to live in. Though the past year has 
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seen some relaxation of tansion in the international situation, more serious 

problems of inntability and turbulence have emerged, with the sharpenlng of 

new conflicts and North-South contradictions. Thin has caused widespread 

concern on the part of the international connnunity. 

The tendency towards reduced tension and stability on the Korean 

peninsula accords with the aspirations of the Korean people and serves peace 

and security in Asia and the world at large. The simultaneous admission at 

the current session of North and South Korea a8 full Members of the United 

Nations is an important event conducive to the relaxation of tension on the 

Korean peninsula. We hope that both North and South Korea will continue to 

improve their relations through dialogue and consultations, expand their 

exchanges and cooperation and gradually remove antagonism and estrangement 

between them, looking towards the final independent and peaceful reunification 

of the nation. 
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Thn Cambodian Suprsme National Council, under the prssidency of Prince 

Norodom Sihanouk, has held several successful meetings, and, ns the organ of 

supreme power in Cambodia, has sent its delegation to this seesion. Hare we 

should like to express our varm welcome to the Cambodian delegation headed by 

Prince Sihanouk. Proceeding from their overall national intorent, all the 

Cambodian parties are working to set aside their past mutual grievances rind 

strengthen their unity and cooperation with a view to attaining soon a 

comprehensive p~~liticsl settlement of the Cambodian question on the basis of 

the United Nations framework document. They nra making fruitful efforts to 

build sn independent, peaceful, neutral and non-aligned Cambodia. For over 

10 years the international community, ths five permanent members of the United 

Nations Security Council, the members of the Association of South-Eaat Asian 

Nations and the other participants in the Paris International Conference on 

Cambodia have all made great efforts to achieve a political settlement of the 

Cambodian question. We wish to see an early resumption of the Paris 

conference and the official conclusion of an agreement on a comprehensive 

settlement of the Cambodian question. We believe that a settlement of the 

Cambodian question will bring about peace and stability in South-East Asia and 

will create a favourable environment for cooperation between, and the economic 

development. of, all countries in the region. 

The situation in southern Africa continues to improve. After 16 years of 

civil war, the Angolan Government and UNITA have finally signed a peace 

accord. Following the independence of Namibia, the people of South Africa 

have also won significant victories in their struggle against apartheid, and 

progress is being made towards a political settlement of the South African 

question. We welcome the positive measures taken by the South African 
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Government and hope that. that. Government- wi 11 continue its efforts t.o remove 

obstaclsa to conetltutionnl neyotiotione and nccelerata the proceoa Rimed fit A 

political settlement. of t.he South Africnn quest.!on. 

We are pleaeed that the question of Western Sahara is moving towar-ds a 

political solution. China sincerely hopes that, with the concerted efforts of 

the international c0mmunit.y and the parties concerned, A proper reaolut.ion 

will soon be found. 

We are deeply concerned about the exacerbation of ethnic, racial and 

religious contradictions in a number of countries, including eeveral in 

Etlrope. The national independence and territorial integrity of some countries 

are under threat, while intense civil strife and political turmoil have caused 

serious damage to others. We are deeply disturbed by the grave situation 

confronting Yugoslavia today. He call on the Yugoslav people of different 

nationalities to solve their differences by peaceful means and to refrain from 

intensifying the conflict SO as to enable their country to re-embark on the 

road of peaceful development. 

It is reassuring that, following the Gulf war, the sovereignty, 

independence and legitimate Government of Kuwait have been restored. However, 

peace and stability in the Gulf region have not yet materialised, and the 

Middle East region remains fraught with contradictions. The achievement of 

peace and stability in the Middle East hinges on the early resolution of the 

Arab-Israeli conflict. As a permanent member of the United Nations Security 

Council, China will join the rest of the intg.rnational community in a 

continued effort to advance the Middle East peace process. We have always 

stood for a political settlement of the Middle East question on the basis of 

the relevant. United Nations resfJ]UtiOnS, especially Security Council 
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resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973). The occupied Arab territories should 

be returned, the legitimate national rights of the Palestinian people 

reatored, and the sovereignty and security of all the countries in the Middle 

East. region, including Israel, respected and guaranteed. 

We believe that the convening of an international peace conference at an 

appropriate time under the auapicea of the United Nations and with the 

participation of the five permanent members of the Security Council and all 

the parties concerned, including the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO), 

would be the best means of achieving a final settlement of the Middle East 

question. 

Pending the achievement of these targets, we support all the efforts of 

the parties concerned in that region that they deem appropriate and useful 

with a view to accelerating the Middle East peace process. To help move the 

peace process forward, we call upon all parties to undertake not to use force 

and to adopt effective measures to ease tension. The international community 

should endeavour to help to stop Israel’s activities in establishing Jewish 

settlements in the occupied territories and suppressing the Palestinian 

inhabitants. Genuine and lasting peace can be achieved only through mutual 

recognition between the State of Palestine and the State of Israel for the 

purpose of facilitating the Middle East peace process, as well as peaceful 

coexistence of the Arab and the Jewish nations. 

The discrepancies between North and South are aggravated by the widening 

economic gap and the increasing inequality between rich and poor. Such 

imbalance in development may lead to a more turbulent world situation. To 

make matters worse, more than a billion people around the world living in 

absolute poverty still do not have adequate food and clothing, and many are 

struggling against starvation and disease just to survive, 
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In the 1990s - the last decade of thin century - the people of all 

countries are confronted with thiD increeeingly acute question: where is our 

world going, and what kind of new international order should be established? 

The establishment of a peaceful, stable, just and equitable new 

international order would accord with the will of the people and meet the 

needs of the times. It is the view of the Chinese Government that a new 

international order should conform to the purposes and principles enshrined in 

the Charter of the United Nations, ne well as those principles thet have 

proved practical and are widely accepted by the international comnunity. 

Facts have proved that five principles - mutual respect for sovereignty and 

territorial integrityr mutual non-aggressions non-interference in each other’s 

internal affairs: equality and mutual benefitt and peaceful coexistence - 

comprise the most fun~?s.rnental norms governing international relations. Those 

principles are in keeping with the purposes and principles of the United 

Nations Charter and reflect the characteristics essential to international 

relations of a new type. Therefore, we maintain that the new international 

order that is envisaged should be established on the basis of the five 

principles of peaceful coexistence. 

For the purpose of exploring with all members of the Assembly the means 

of estahllshing a just and equitable new international order, I should like to 

set out, at this solemn forum, the position and opinions of the Chinese 

Government on the question of peace and security and on economic and social 

matters. 

First, Having suffered from the scourge of two world wars this century, 

mankind has come to appreciate and cherish peace all the more deeply. The 

development ot every country and the progress of mankind require a peaceful 
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international environment. In our view, the following pointn are essential to 

the maintenance of world peace. All countries should respect each other’s 

sovereignty, treat each other as an equal, put differences aaido in the search 

for common ground, engage in friendly cooperation and live in harmony. No 

country should seek hegemony or try to manipulate international affairs, or 

pursue power politics on the basis of the law of the jungle. All States - 

large or small, strong or weak, rich or poor -. should participate in the 

discussion and settlement of international affairs as equal members of the 

international community. Every State has the riqht to choose independently 

its own social, political and economic systems and its own path of development 

in the light of its own national conditions. No country - in particular, no 

big Power - should impose its own ideology, values or mode of development on 

other countries. All countries should observe the principle of mutual respect 

for territorial integrity and the inviolability of national borders, and no 

country should be allowed to invade or annex the territory of other countries, 

under whatever pretev,. Disputes between States should be settled in a 

reasonable manner I r peaceful means, and the use or threat of force is not 

permissible in international relations. 

Secondly, an important link in safequardinq the security of all States 

lies in an end to the arms race and in effective disarmament. This is an 

important means of easing international tension. All along, China has stood 

for the complete prohibition and total destruction of nuclear, chemical and 

biological weapons, and for the banning of research into, and the development 

Of, new weapons of mass destruction of an:r type. We are also for the 

comprehensive and balanced non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction 

through just, reasonable, necessary and appropriate measures. China pursues a 
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policy of not advocating, encouraging or facilitating the development of 

nuclear weapons by other countries. To facilitate the complete prohibition 

and thorough destruction of nuclear weapons, and to safeguard international 

peace, security and stability, China has announced its decision in principle 

to accede to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. In addition, China has 

always stood for the early conclusion of a convention banning chemical weapons 

and for great8r effectiveness for the Convention on the Prohibition of 

Biological Weapons. 
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Not long ago the United States and the Soviet Union reached an agreement 

on the reduction of their strategic nuclear weapons. We welcome this 

development. Nevertheless, the signing of this treaty is just an initial step 

in the reduction of the huge strategic nuclear arsenals of the United States 

and the Soviet Union. Moreover, the treaty doea not cover all types of 

nuclear weapons and does not prohibit continuing United Statea and Soviet 

efforts to improve the quality of their weapons and to create new weapons 

systems. Even after the prescribed reduction under this treaty, the two 

countries will still possess more than 90 per cent of the world’s total 

nuclear weaponry and remain capable of destroying mankind several times over. 

The recent changes that occurred in the Soviet Union caused particular concern 

in the international community as to whether nuclear weapons can be strictly 

controlled. The United States and the Soviet Union, therefore, still have a 

long way to go in fulfilling their special responsibilities and obligations 

with regard to nuclear disarmament. 

In principle, China is in favour of placing under fair, reasonable and 

effective control the trade in arms, including various sophisticated weapons. 

But this has to be decided by the international community through extensive 

consultations, with all countries on an equal footing, after full preparation. 

We hold that military capabilities should be used only for the purpose of 

self-defence and that no country should seek a level of armament in excess of 

its reasonable defence needs. We support the proposal for a zone free from 

weapons of mass destruction in the Middle East and comprehensive and balanced 

arms control in the region through consultations and negotiations with the 

countries concerned on an equal footing. The views and opinions of the 

countries in that region should be fully heard and respected, and the 

possibility of a few countries monopolizing the affair and imposing their 
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views on otheta should be guarded against. Arms control is only a meana, and 

a just and lasting peace in the Middle East is the objective. Arms control in 

the Middle ISast, therefore, should be linked to the Middle East peace 

process. The United Nations should fully play its due role in this connection 

and, when necessary. a conference on arms control in the Middle East should be 

convened with the participation of all the countries concerned. 

Outer space belongs to all mankind: it should be utilized only for 

peaceful purpose6 and for the benefit of mankind. No country should develop 

outer space weapons. The United States and the Soviet Union, first and 

foremost, should stop developing, testing and deploying such weapons and 

destroy all apace weapon6 in their possession. The international community 

should start negotiations at an early datt for the conclusion of an 

international agreement on the complete prohibition of outer space weapons 

with a view to stopping and preventing the arm6 race from extending into outer 

space. 

hn important characteristic of current international economic relation6 

is the aggravation of North-South contradictions and the widening of their 

economic gap. The majority of the developing countries remain confronted with 

such difficulties as crushing debt burden, negative net flow of financial 

re6ources and worsening terms of trade.* 

To a large extent, the widening economic gap between the North and the 

South is the result of the existing inequitable and unfair international 

economic order. The present radical chi?.7es in the world situation have 

created new difficulties for the developing countries. 20 rever6e the 

4 Mr. Min (Myanmar), Vice-President, took the chair. 
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situation, it is necexssry to ertablish rtep by step a new international 

economic order which xhould include the following elements8 

&very country haa the right to choose its own social syatem, ecouomic 

model and road to development suited to ite national conditionat 

Every country has the right to exercise effective control over its own 

resources and their exploitation; 

All countries are entitled to participate in the handling of 

international economic affairsr 

The developed countries should respect and acconxnodate the interests and 

needs of the developing countries and refrain from attaching political strings 

to their aid: and 

Efforts should be made to strengthen North-South dialogue and cooperation 

with a view to necessary adjustment and reform in corrm,?dity, trade, funJs, 

debt, monetary, financial and other important fields of international economy. 

The economy of the world is an interrelated and interdependent whole. 

While the developing countries need funds and technology from the developed 

countries, the latter also need the raw materials and markets of the former. 

In essence, the question of development hinges on North-South relations. 

Without a fundamental improvement in North-South relations, it will be 

difficult to ensure world peace and stability, and the situation will benefit 

neither the poor nor the rich countries. To promote common development, all 

countries must help each other, like passengers in the same boat, and 

endeavour to narrow the gap between the North and the South and establioh a 

fair and rational international economic order based on mutual benefit and 

cooperation. 

The environment is another outstanding problem facing the international 

corrmuuity today. Improving the environment and protecting the Earth have a 
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vital bearing on the very conditions for the survival of mankind. 

The question of environment does not exist by itself. It is closely 

linked to economic growth and social development. Owing t.0 historical rclasons 

and economic backwardness, a vast number of developing countries are 

constrained in their ability to participate effectively in the protection of 

the global environment. Yet without their participation, there can be no 

fundamental improvement in the environment. We appeal to the countries with 

comparatively abundant financial and technological resources to take the lead 

in moving to protect the global environment and help the developing countries 

enhance their ability in environmental protection. 

China attaches great importance to environmental protection, which has 

become one of ita basic state policies. We have taken an active part in 

international cooperation in this field. Last June, at the invitation of the 

Chinese Government, the ministers of 41 developing countries met in Beijing 

for the Ministerial Conference of the Developing Countries on Environment and 

Develolement and tssued the Beijing Declaration, which sets forth the 

principled position and basic views of the developing countries on ways to 

resolve the questions of global environment and development and gives 

expression to the common will and aspiration of three quarters of mankind for 

environmental protection and development. This will no doubt exert a positive 

influence on the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development 

scheduled for 1992 in Brazil and the efforts for a rational solution to the 

problem of global environment. 

The promotion of the universal attainment of human rights and fundamental 

freedoms is inextricably linked to the common interests of mankind. Over the 

past forty years or more, the international community has made positive 

contributions in safeguarding the purposes stated in the Charter of the United 
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Ilationr pertaining to the promotion of human righta and fundamental freedoms. 

Thanks to the concerted l ffortm of its Member States, the United Nations has 

formulated nearly 70 international conventions, dsclarations and instruments 

on human rights which have played a positive role in promoting Unit-4 Nations 

activitier in the field of human rights. 

For a long time, however, the human rights forum of the United Nations 

har been urod by certain countries a8 a place for waging cold war, with the 

rerult that the United Nations efforts for the promotion and protection of 

human right8 are rubjectod to the influence of abnormal phenomena. For 

example, human right8 has been used as a means of pushing power politicB and 

interfering in affair8 that are basically within the jurisdiction of other 

Statem; the concept of human right8 has been fragmented and double standards 

have beon followedr 8ome have made efforts to glorify themselves and attack 

others on the question of human rights and Bet up their own likes and dinlikes 

as criteria of human rights in disregard of the international conventions and 

the specific Conditions of other countries. All this not only runs counter to 

the purposes and principles of the Charter but also seriously hampers normal 

international cooperation in the field of human rights and impedes the 

universal realisation of human ric,hts and fundamental freedoms. 

The Chinese Government has consistently supported and respected the 

principles of protecting human rights contained in the Charter of the United 

Nation8 and the relevant international inBtruments, and has actively 

participated in a wide range of human rights activities in the United Nations. 

We believe that in order effectively to guarantee and promote human 

right6 and fundamental freedoms of all mankind, it is necessary to recognize 

the various countries’ different featurezl - their different political, 
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economic and rocisl ryrtoma and their diffareat hirtoricsl, religiour and 

culturnl backgroundm. In thlm regard, all countrle8, bsrod on tha principles 

of respect for esch other’s sovereignty and non-lntarferenca in each othsr’8 

internal affaira, should atrivo to achieve mutual underrtandlng, reek conunon 

ground while putting aride difforencer and roplaco cold war with normal 

international cooperation. 
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In our view, racial dlscrlnlnatlon, aparthold, colonlallsn, foreign 

as9resslon rind occupation are gross violations of human rights that ought to 

be 91~011 full attention and halted by the international comunlty. In the 

field cf human rights equal importance should be attached to civil and 

political rights, as well as to economic, social, cultural and developmental 

rights. We must not emphasise some riphts whllo bellttlln9 or even denying 

others. For the vast number of developing countries, the most fundamental 

human right is the right to subsistence snd development. 

As you all know, China is a developing country with a population of 

1.15 billion. In spite of a successful family planning policy. our population 

still grows by 17 mlllloo every year. By feeding 22 per cent of the world’s 

population with only 7 per cent of the world’s arable land, China has made its 

utmost contribution to the protection of mankind’s right to subrlstence. The 

Chinese Government has also worked actively to safeguard and guarantee the 

lawful rights and interests of old and youn9, women and children and the 

disabled through le*Jlslation and other effective measures, and it has had 

marked succeuu. Any unprejudiced person can readily see that China today 

enjoys political stability and economic growth and that its people are living 

in peace and contentment. China’s stability and development are without doubt 

important factors contributing to peace and stability in Asia and in the world 

at large. Conversely, should China be plunged into turmoil, stability in Asia 

and the world would be seriously impaired. China needs stability, and the 

world needs a stable China. 

China is advancing along the road of building socialism with Chinese 

characteristics. Over the past 10 years and more we have adhered to the 

policies of reform and opening to the outside world and have scored noticeable 
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achievenwntr in scoaomic development. At promoat the Chlneso poop10 are 

implemerting their Ton-Year Programno and their Ulghth live-Year Plan for 

National Economic and Sot’ . . Dsv0lopmeat. Wo will unswervingly doepen the 

reform, open the country still wider and gradually satablish a new structure 

of planned cosssodity economy with a view to quadrupling the 1980 yross 

nstional product by the end of this century. In order to reach thim target, a 

great deal of work needs to be accomplished and a huge number of large-scale 

projecta completed. While deepening economic reform, we will also further the 

policy of opening to the outside world and carry out political restructuring 

step by step. 

This past susxner some regions of China Were hit by severe floods, which 

brought the people tremendous losses in lives and property as well as in 

industrial and agricultural production. In 8ome areas the loss was very 

heavy. The Chinese Government has adopted effective measures, funnelling 

large amounts of financial and material resources to assisting the 

disaster-stricken areas and minimising the losses. In those areas there has 

been no occurrence of famine or pestilence and no influx of refugees to 

cities. China has been victorious in its efforts to combat the floods. It is 

estimated that China’s gross national product will continue to grow at a rate 

of 6 per cent. In fighting the floods and in the subsequent relief 

operations, we have received sympathy and assistance from the governments and 

people of other countries, relevant United Nations agencies, international 

orgaoiaations and various quarters of the international community, for which 

we wish to express our heartfelt thanks. 

We are happy to note that, as the most important global organisation in 

the present world, the United Nations has in the past year played a major role 
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in n~intainiag world poaco, promoting the political rottlomat of burning 

i8BUlbmr onhanciag devolopwnt in variour countrior and rtroagthoaiq 

international cooporation. Pacts have proved that thm mechanism of the United 

Nations remainr l ffoctivo. Hero, I would like to point out ia particular that 

Secretary-Goners1 Peror do Cuellar har for many yoarr made fruitful effortr in 

thir respect. 

In the preront complo~ and volatile intoraational rituation people the 

world over all hope that, in keeping with the purpoaer and principles of its 

Charter, the United Nations will work tirelessly to bring about fair and 

reasonable solutions to such regional conflicts as the one prevailing in the 

Middle Cast, promote North-South dialogue and help developing countries 

overcome their economic difficulties and develop their economies. We 

sincerely hope that the United Nations will play a positive role in advancing 

disarmament and in addressing the major problems facing mankind, such as 

environmental protection and drug control. 

In this diversified international community, the search for conclensus and 

commonality is not only the original objective set for the United Nations at 

it8 inception but also the distinctive feature of this largest international 

Organization. Paced with the stupendous changes occurring in the current 

international Situation, the international conmnunity has come to regard the 

establishment of a new international order as a common aspiration. We hope 

and believe that the United Nations will play a significant role in the 

establishment of a fair and reasonable new international order. 

Twenty years have passed since the restoration of China’s lawful seat in 

the United Nation8 in 1971. Over these years China, aa a permanent member of 

the Security Council, has played a positive role in maintaining peace and 
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promoting economic dovolopwnt in the world. In tha Cuturo, Chlaa will, em 

alwyr , cootinu. to abidm strictly by the purposo~ and principles of the 

United Nations Chartor, to pOrfOrm its dUtie8 Conscientiously and to jOin the 

rest cf the Btatos Member of tha Uaitod Nations in actively l upporting the 

work Of the OrganiSatiOn, contributing its share to the promotion of world 

peace, security and dmvQlopmQat as roll as to the l stablishmQnt of a new 

international order. 

Hr. (United I(ingdom): Let me first congr8tulato you, 

Mr. Vice-President, and, through you# the President, on your sppointmonts to 

the high offices you hold. Uo are vQry confidant that throughout the 

proceedings of this session of the Genorsl Assembly you and the President will 

carry forward our deliberations with the customary good order and good eansm, 

and we wish you ~011 in this task. 

Last yaar almost of all of us speaking from this rostrum spokm of the 

dramatic pace of international events. Perhaps w all expected that after 

those dramas there would be a return to the normal tenor of diplomatic life. 

But, in fact, during the last 12 months change has ContinuQd with a spQQd and 

intQnsity that DO O?lQ could have fOrQsQQn. Some of this Change has been 

beneficial, flowing from the end of ths cold war, which WQ all welcomed. But 

other changes haVQ reminded us how much hatrsd and bittQrnQs8 can still Shape 

the COursQ of our world. This general dQbatQ is thQ right occasion for us to 

IQ0 if WQ Can traCQ 8 patt.rD in all thQQQ QVQntQ and draw the right lessons 

for the future of our Organiration. 

First I would like to add my welcome to the SQVQLI AOW MQmbQrs of ths 

United Nations, CStonia, Latvia, Lithuania, the Republic of Korea and the 

Democratic PQO~~QS' Bepublic of Aorta, the Republic of the Marshall Islands 
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and the toderated Statea of Hicroneria. The prorence of you all will enrich 

thir Organisation. Mirtrurt between Rest and West kept Korea out of the 

United Ration8 for too longr now the new approach@8 ia international relations 

allow you to take the seats which should have been yours long ago, 

It may be rash, but I believe that we are now watching the collapse of 

the principle of empire. By that, I mean the principle that people can be 

forced to work together under a central rule in which they do not themselver 

participste and which has no respect for their rights. In aome places the end 

of this principle of empire is coming slowly. ID others its collapse has been 

sudden. For example we are seeing beyond doubt the disintegration of the last 

of the great colonial empires of the last century, namely, that put together 

by the Russian Tsars. That syatem, which was transformed into a communist 

empire by Lenin and Stalin, is now smashed for good - and smashed not by its 

critics or competitors from outside but by the peoples whom it sought to 

imprison. That old system has goner a new system is struggling to birth. The 

new system tries to accommodate the principle of national identity without 

following that principle into anarchy. 
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Iationalimm ir a logitinato l xprorrion of a paople’r srpiratlonrt but we 

have all learned the hard way that aationaliam ir not enough. A new flag, an 

old flag rovivod, a now capital, e now parliament, new uniforms do not in 

thearelver bring recurity and happinerr. Nationalian ten be sterile unlee~r it 

respecta the right8 of individuslr and ninoritior. Wationalirn can bo 

dangerour unlarr nation States work together for colloctivo security and 

collective prorperity. 

So consent within nationr, cooperation between nations, must be the 

pattern at which we aim. 

There or similar thoughts muat have been in many of our minds ark we 

watched the tragedy of Yugoslavia unfolding. I hope and believe that the 

Security Council, at its meeting this aftetrnoon, can add its unique authority 

to the efforts already being made by the European Cornnunity and by the 

Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) to help those among 

all the peoples of Yugoslavia who want to 880 an end to bloodshed bnd the 

beginning of a new pattern for their future. I share the emotions and 

onxietiea expressed a few minutes ago here by Hans Dietrich Genscher, on 

behalf of Germany, and all of us !.n the European Comnunity will work 

strenuously, continuously, to help the Yuqoslavs find that new pattern for 

their future. 

We cannot prescribe or dictate this pattern either for the peoplea of the 

Soviet Union or for the peoples of Yugoslavia. We can show sympathy, 

understanding and help for the huge task of reform now under way. In the 

Soviet Union when people are hungry this winter we can help to feed them out 

of the surpluses of the West and, I hope, of central and eastern Europe. We 

can provide - we are providing - technical assistance, particularly to help 
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bring the food from the farma to the #hop. We can build up our relationships 

with the Republics of the Soviot Union ae they gain in authority. We can 

continue the friend11 prassuca for human rights embodied in the Charter of 

Paris of the CSCt, sigted last lovembsr. It is not in the interests of the 

international coamnunity that the Soviet Union should entirely dieintegrate, 

leaving no central authority to deal with those matters where central 

decisions are needed. Dramatic progress has been made over arm8 control and 

disarmament. That prograsn should not be dissipated or put at risk by lack of 

adequate coherent authority in the Soviet Union. The Republics are making 

their own arrangements with the centre to influence the course of foreign 

policy. and we look forward to the outcome. But it would be a pity, from the 

point of view of the United Nations, if the cooperation which we have recently 

come to expect from the Soviet Union an, for example, the Middle East, the 

problems of the Gulf, the problems of Africa, were dissipated just when its 

iisefulna~.a ici mast apparent. 

I mentioned South Africa. The situation there is entirely different, but 

there is one coumnon thread. Here too we are watching the disappearance of a 

regime which was based on suppression and discriminstion. No one can now 

suppose that apartheid can survive or can return. The courage shown by State 

President De Klerk, Mr. Nelson Mandela and other leaders of the South African 

people deserves to be recognized and encouraged. Here again, it is not for 

the outside world to decide on the constitutional pattern of the new South 

Af rich, though I think we are entitled to urge forward those who are now 

beginning that task. It is for US, and particularly perhaps as far as we are 

concerned for the members of the Commonwealth at our forthcoming Heads of 

Government meeting in Harare, to consider how we can give practical help to 
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the new South Africa. lo one who l tudiea the l tatirticr of population growth 

in that country measured against economic production, no one who visits the 

townshipr outside Durban, Johannesburg and Cape Town can doubt either the need 

or the urgency of this help if the new South Africa is to make a good start 

and establish itself a8 a helpful, supportive neighbour to the other countries 

of southern Africa. 

Against this background, against this pattern, how can we build up the 

performance of our United Nations? Nothing of course changes the elementary 

duty of the United Nationa to do all it can to protect its Members by checking 

and reversing aggression. That is fundamental. 

Iraq'8 invasion of Kuwait waa an unusually clear example. Now that Iraq 

is out of Kuwait, the United Nations is insisting - for the first time - that 

a Member State forgo weapons of mabB destruction and pay compensation to its 

victims. The United Nations is resolved to maintain sanctions until Iraq 

shows that it ia playing a constructive part in regional ataLility, until Iraq 

observe8 the rules of international law. Iraq bar: to comply with the Security 

Council resolutions, which are mandatory. If it does not, it must face the 

consequencea, and the consequences of persistent defiance would be grave 

indeed. 

So WC all ahare the responsibility to prevent the re-emergence of a 

danger such as the one we have experienced from Iraq. Everyone accepts that 

many States depend on arms imports to assure a reasonable level of security 

and the inherent right of self-defence, which is recognized in our Charter. 

But the conflict in the Gulf showed how peace can be undermined when a 

country acquires an arsenal which goes way beyond the needs of self-defence, 

and e in the United Nations have to make sure that that does not happen 
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again. Me believe that all States should observe and apply the three 

pr inclplesr transparency, consultation and action. 

And that is why. as a significant step towards transparency, Britain has 

proposed a universal register of arms transfers under the auspices of the 

United Nations. Such a register would alert the international cormnunity to an 

attempt by a country to build up holdings of conventional weapons beyond a 

reasonable level. With the support of our partners in the European Cosxnunity, 

and others, Britain is sponsoring a draft resolution at this session of the 

General Assembly which we hope will result in the prompt establishment of such 

a register. 

The process of consultations on arms exports is well under way. It has 

been discussed at many international gatherings in recent months, and we have 

been encouraged by the willingness of arms exporters, large and small, to 

exchange information about arms sales which hitherto has been jealously 

guarded. After that, we have to harmonixe as best we can the criteria - the 

tests - by which each arms exporter judges a possible sale. 

Openness of this kind will encourage confidence. Confidence allows 

action. In Europe we agreed on the Treaty on Conventional Forces in 

Europe (CFE) last November. The United States and the Soviet Union signed the 

START Treaty in July. The main Powers, the main arms suppliers are beginning 

to reduce the level of their own armaments; they are not simply asking other 

.Beople to do so. The search for this lower level of armaments is never going 

to be easy in the real world, and I think we are justified in taking it step 

by step, provided that one step does in fact follow another. We are justified 

in being realistic, provided that realism is not an excuse for inaction. The 
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Britimh Govoramont uurouncod yortordry that honcoforth w ahall sdopt a policy 

of full-mopa rsfagustdr a8 a condition of the rupply of l ignificant new 

nuclear rupplior. Thir meana that much good8 will not be exported to any 

country, other th@n the nuclesr-weapon Statas, whore there are any 

unrafegusrded nuclear inrtallationr. 
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We believe there is another lesson which cLemn from our experiences in 

the Middle Last in the last year. It is the need to handle emergencies 

better. Tragedy has touched not just the Middle East, but Bangladesh and 

Af fica, and I should like to pay tribute to the international agencies for all 

the devotion and effort they have put into tackling these tragedies. But. we 

have learned again that coordination, early response, effective delivery are 

crucial. 

That is why we are proposing a new and, we hope, more effective structure 

for handling emergencies and disasters starting with an inventory of human and 

material resources available from donors and non-governmental orqanirationa. 

At the apex - at the top of this structure - we would like to see one 

high-powered official immediately under the Secretary-General. There needs to 

be prompt decision-making and funding in the critical early weeks of an 

eme rgeacy . Preparation is the key to success and would, under our proposal, 

be the responsibility of one person. The United Nations is best placed to 

deal with the human conaequencea of natural disasters. 

The United Nations, as has already been stressed, can do more to protect 

the global environment. Agreement on how we conserve the resources of our 

planet and use them for sustainable development is equally vital for the 

future of the world. We have to establish clear priorities soon for what next 

year’s Conference on Environment and Development, in Rio, can achieve. 

The United Nations can also help with another problem which is looming 

larger in our world. I refer to the increasing number of migrants around the 

world. Eighty per cent of refugess are in the third world. Developed 

countries face an unprecedented growth in the numbers seeking asylum. Some of 

these are refugees as defined by the United Nations in its 1951 Convention. 
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But most arm not. no would not be able to continue to offer political ssylum 

in the proront way if the system were overwhelmed k-y economic migrants. Such 

migrants can deprive the countries they come from of youth and talent and, ns 

we 0.0 in Hong Kong - and begin to see in Western Europe - economic migration 

abovo a certain lovml can also create serious political and nocisl ntrains in 

the receiving country. 

The Office of the United Nations High Conmissioner for Refugees has a 

vital role within its sphere and its sphere expands all the time. But the 

international community as a whole has to be increasingly aware of the 

fundamental nature of this problem. 

And so, resistance to aggression, search for disarmament, relief of 

suffering; these are all parts of the gigantic and I must say growing tasks 

laid on the United Nations. The Secretary-General has always laid a 

particular emphasis on preventive diplomacy, on trying to tackle a dispute or 

a danger before it explodes into violence and suffering. And we have learned 

to rely on his combination of skill, firmness and courtesy - a combination 

which ha has made very much his own. Bl Salvador, Western Sahara, Angola: in 

all these the United Nations has been active either in seeking to prevent 

trouble or in steering a problem onto a new track away from the suffering 

which has already occurred. I welcome in particular, and most recently, thr: 

recognition by Guatemala of the independence of the State of Belize. This 

makea a big contribution to regional stability. 

It is very good news also that in the last few days the remaining 

obstacles to a comprehensive political settlement on Cambodia have been 

overcome. This settlement now needs to be concluded with al!. speed. The 

United Nation8 will remain firmly engaged in carrying out the peace process 
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and thin will bo an ambltiou8 and, indeed, l rpenmlvo, unprecedented 

undertaking. But the prire bore for Cembodia - for Indochina goaorally - ir 

very great. 

May I, on behalf of the country intimately involved in another of theee 

problems - the affair6 of Cyprus - wish the SecrMary-General particular 

IJUCC~IBII in bringing that dispute to an agreed conclurion. Ho knows he her our 

full rupport in trying to pTrsuade thore cloeoly concerned firet into a 

negotiation and then into a settlement. 

Through all these different events, these different problems - and many 

others I have not mentioned - we can see the rame thrust. It is a thrust 

towards better government, more representative government, better cooperation 

between nationa, greater concern for the individual and his or her rights. No 

one with amy sense of history supposss that this current will run with the 

same strength and at the name time through all the countries and continents 

represented here. There will be bastions where authoritarian rule still meets 

only a faint challenge. There will be cruel and bloody quarrels resurrected 

from a past which we hoped was dead. There will be setbacks, occasions where 

hope is stimulated, then delayed or even reversed; and it would be patronising 

for any one of us to suppose that there is only one model, only one type of 

institution which can reflect this trend, There is no Westminster model, no 

Paris model, no Washington model, certainly no Kremlin model which can be 

exported unchanged to Africa, Latin America, the Middle East or Asia. We all 

set about it in different ways. 

In negotiations inside our European conwnunity, we are working hard for an 

important European step forward before the end of this year along the path of 

joint action by sovereign States. The peoples of the Soviet Union, as I have 
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mentioned, faced with a quite different set of problems, will be working out 

their own answera. In Latin America, in Africa and Asia. the same trendr are 

clearly visible. The age of alibis is over. The rhetoric of the 19500 and 

the 1960s - which an I remember used to echo rather wearily in this Hall - 

makes no senso any more. Imperialism can no longer, in 1991, be blamed for 

bad government. The capitalist system can no longer be blamed for lack of 

prorperity. The evidence, the facts, the experience of the last decade have 

proved the contrary. I believe that the United Nations, the Commonwealth to 

which we belong, the regional organizations can all help this realism to 

expand and deepen. 

We are talking, are we not, about consent in place of command, freer 

trade, edging out protectionism, honest government replacing corruption, 

government based on elections rather than dictatorship, nations cooperating 

instead of seeking to dominate. Theao are the aims - clearly stated in our 

Charter, clearly stated in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 

Sometimes they have seemed far out of reach. I believe that, as a result of 

recent events and currents, they are no longer out of reach and we in Britain, 

the British Government, will work enthusiastically and energetically within 

the United Nations to bring them within the grasp of all. 
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aLam (CsechorlovakiaJr ?iret of all, allow me to 

congratulate Ambasrador Bhihabi of Saudi Arabia on hir election to the 

preridoncy of the General Aerembly. I wish him every mcceme in meeting his 

responsibilitier. 

Allow me to erpreer my appreciation, an well, to Mr. De Marco. his 

predeceaeor, who represents a small country, yet had the courage to point to 

some of the Organiration’s major problems. He did 80 with a decisiveness that 

has few precedents. 

It is also my most pleasant obligation to thank the Secretary-General. 

In guiding the Organiration, Mr. Jsvier Peres de Cuellar demonstrated a noble 

vision. The broad outlook of this politician proved to be in concert with our 

times. Hi5 integrity and assurance deserve our admiration. 

Let me welcome our new Members: the Republic5 of Estonia, Latvia and 

Lituania, the Republic of the Marshall Ialands, the Federated States of 

Micronesia, the Democratic People’5 Republic of Korea and the Republic of 

Korea. We look forward to the active contribution of these new Member5, and 

are prepared to cooperate closely with them on the various items on our agenda. 

Last year’s session was the first I attended aa Foreign Minister of a 

country freed from totalitarianism. Since then, I have reflected seriously 

upon the role of the United Nations in this world of ours, which has changed 

so much. Why, I have wondered, was the Organisation’s contribution to putting 

an end to the cold war only a modest one, even though it was founded to 

maintain peace? 

I represent one of the countries that over the past two years has 

experienced a dramatic transformation on the road to democracy. This 

transformation iS helping to change the political map of the world, and so 
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perhaps wo have a certain right, even an obligation, to judge how capable the 

United Nati.ona is aC adapting to new impulrea and reacting to them for the 

general welfare. I hope therefore that I may be excused for abandoning 

tradition and relegating corrments on individual itema on this year’s agendn to 

discur~ioar in the Main Committees. 

Allow me to paraphrase the words that President Have1 used two years ago 

to address the situation in my own country. Our organixation too is not 

exactly flourishing! Its history is very controversial. succesrer combine 

with failures. 

Very soon after the Second World War, the United Nations, with so many 

hopes invested in it. turned into a cold war battlefield. It was dramatically 

influenced by the false concept of the so-called international class 

struggle. It failed to cope with flagrant violations of ita own Charter and 

of international law. The most painful failure, from my perspective, 

occurred, of course, in 1968 when Caechoslovakia was invaded by the Warsaw 

Treaty countries. 

Later, during the era of so-called super-Power $&1&9, we all witnessed 

the United Nations turn into 8 forum for rhetorical somersaults that concealed 

its inability to solve real problems effectively. We witnenaed the gradual 

withering of the idea of multilateraliam and of the last. remnants of the 

Organization’s prestige. Even disapproval on the part of the vast majority of 

Member States did not prevent this very forum from being desecrated by people 

who defended agqresrrion and violence. 

And yet, the Orqanixation played a substantial role in decolonixation. 

It contributed to the evolution and codification of international law. It 
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served us all es an umbrella ohaltering an entire rorter of useful agencies 

that deal with everything from industrial development and atomic energy to 

health care and telecormnunications. And, what is probably the most important 

point, every September, this very Hall turned into a meeting place of all 

those who otherwise might not have had anywhere else to meet. 

Today, it may appear as though the dark periods of the Organisation’s 

activity are over, ata though its renovation is only a matter of capturing the 

spirit of the times and introducing several organisational improvements. 

And, true enough: the situation today ia better than any of us would 

have clared to anticipate only a short time ago. We have eeen an end to the 

ideological confrontation that blocked a realistic view of matters. The 

East-West conflict, which for 40 years threatened general destruction, in 

effect resolved itself, once the ideology that supported it crumbled, fully 

demonstrating its impotence. The interests of humanity have once again become 

a well-recognized priority. The collapse of bipolarity revives our renewed 

appreciation of multilaterality. Two years ago, the Secretary-General 

correctly observed that 

“the United Nations has been intensely involved in activities to bring 

peace to troubled regions of the world. . . . Indeed, the assistance of the 

world Organisation is being sought as never before in its history.” 

No longer does one third of mankind suffer the grip of a totalitarian 

system. Nevertheless, the Organisation often seems unable to transcend the 

shadow of its own past. This is why it is not in the forefront of world 

developments, why it merely reflects, belatedly and imperfectly, these 
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developments. This situation is all the more disturbing in view of the extent 

and imr Jlacy of the Organisation's teska. 

One critical mission of the United Nations is to bridge the chasm between 

the North and tha South, which is expanding menacingly. Civilisation an we 

know it will, at the end of this century, simply not have a chance if it is 

divided by enormous differences in well-being and social welfare. The 

collapse of an ideology is not sufficient for resolving this problem. 

Squally pressing is the solution of acute global problem8 that the 

founders of the United Nations could only dimly foresee. They are now 

omnipreeent. They confront u8 in a number of areas, including the 

environment, energy, population and migration. We are witnessing an alarming 

escalation in international crime, terrorism, drug addiction and the spread of 

new disesser. These phenomena jeopardize not merely individuals, but also 

sometimes even entire nations. If the United Nation8 fail8 to react to these 

8upra-national problem8 far more energetically than it ha8 to date, it will be 

disqualified from dealing with Critical global i88ue8. At 8take ia the 

welfare of future generations. The Preamble to our Charter call8 upon u8 to 

"8ave succeeding generation8 from the Scourge of war", but this is not enough 

at a time when civilization can self-destruct in a number of other, wholly 

unexpected ways. 

I propose, for example, that wherever it is possible, we consider 

together a strong effort to convert weapon8 manufacture into production 

benefiting the environment. The forthcoming Conference on Environment and 

Development in Brazil will address this problem. 
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I boliovo that our Organiastion rhould mat the defmaco of human rightr, 

the netursl and innlionablo birthright of ovary human being, aa one of itm 

prima objmctiver. It ir no loqmr enough to hsve them codified or aven to 

debate how well thay are l afmgusrded. Those of UI who experienced the grsdual 

degeneration of ro-called “really existing l ociali8m” know full well that 

without enforcing those righta comprehensively and acrome ths board, all also 

in rociety inevitably bocomoa n hollow rhell, a# ~011. 
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tfo also roalire that the poor and the suffering will not oojoy their 

human rights so long as their 11vAag conditions do not radically Improve. 

Progress in those two aroas is thus interconnected. Ignoring abuseo of human 

rights l nywhorm In the world is morally and politically unacceptable, as we 

have erperioocod in the distant rind more recent past. Uo are convinced that 

it is not possible to argue principles of soveroigaty and non-intorferonco 

when the matter at issue is that of proventin ruthloss, intentional and mass 

violations of human riphts and freedoms. In fact, it is necessary to 90 even 

furthor in this direction. The United Nations, equipped with the appropriate 

authority, should stand vigilant watch over human rights l verywhore in the 

world, and people anywhere in the world should be able to rely on its capacity 

to rodress violationr of these rights. 

All this be98 the question: Can the United rations be better than the 

sum of its Members? Are we not told year after year that the Organisation 

cannot accomplish more than what its Member States allow? And if thir were 

true, would we even have the right to criticite it and seek iaprovmeats? I 

think we will discover that more than one thread leads to better solutions 

within the Charter itself. Ita real potential has hardly been tapped. The 

Charter binds all Member States to act in a manner that will allow the 

Organiration to accomplish its objectives successfully. 

Our world Organisation must be more than the sum of its Members. 

Particular national interests have often been advanced, sorsetimes even 

ruthlessly, in conflict with our cossnon interest. It should be possible to 

hold such conflicts within reasonable and mutually acceptable limits. 

Subjecting one’s own interests to higher international needs is also in one’s 

own interest. In this there should be no difference between nations big and 
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small, developed and less developed. It is precisely the degree of mutual 

responsibility and tolerance that draws the line between a weak and a strong 

United Nations, between a paralysed Organiration and an effective one. 

A year ago the General Assembly met under the omen of the Persian Gulf 

War. This year we are meeting under the omen of its difficult conclusion. 

The end to traditional East-West rivalry has certainly contributed to the 

rest.oration of pence. In this the United Nations played an important role: 

it helped fight aggression and restored the rule of law. This was a serious 

test of whether our Organization is capable of facing a threat to 

international peace and security, whether it can react to naked aggression. 

The United Nations did not fail this test, and this is very encouraging. 

True, the Organisation did not manage to prevent Iraqi aggression, did not 

find a diplomatic solution to the crisis and did not even employ the security 

mechanism outlined in its Charter. Nevertheless, the United Nations proceeded 

in the spirit of its Charter and contributed to effective cooperation between 

the Security Council and the peace alliance. Thus the United Nations 

definitely played a role in forcing the aggressor to retreat when faced by the 

international community. 

Last year’s fears that the use of force in obtaining justice would weaken 

the United Nations have proved unwarranted. Moreover, once again it 

transpire5 that totalitarian and tyrannical regimes are likely to resort to 

war and to escalate conflicts, whereas democracies are beacons of law and 

peace. )r clear moral follows from this: nobody who might wish to follow the 

Iraqi example can count on doing so with impunity. This applies also to 

obvious preparations for acts ol.’ aggression. Objections on the basis of 

sovereignty and non-interference have to be cast aside. Too much is at 
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stake. Every Munich loadr to catastrophes that are always greater than the 

one it rooks to provent. 

The moral of the Gulf war ie all the more important because the Gulf is 

not the only area of conflictr national and ethnic conflict6 are flaring up 

even in Europe, which earlier at least appeared to be stable. 

Last year's development6 once mre confirmed that justice and recurity 

are inseparable. Our co-11 security depende upon moving toward6 a unity 

founded on generally valid principles of humanity, and this indicates the 

direction the United Nationa should take. 

The implementation of these principle6 would make it possible for the 

United Nation6 to play a more important role a6 an intermediary in conflict6 

that are of concern to us all - in Yugoslavia a6 well a6 in the Middle East. 

I think that the convening of a Middle East conference a6 well a6 the 

repealing of the resolution equating Zionism with racism would be step6 in the 

right direction. 

The very OXi6tOnCO of a strong international organ can in many ca606 

influence nations' behaviour, making it unnecessary to turn to force, which 

truly is the last resort. 

Reviewing the General Assembly agenda is sometimes a sad exercise. Year 

after year it stubbornly feature6 a variety of pr66tigiOU6 it6tTh6 whose only 

point is to debate obsolete resolutions. Is there, for example, any point in 

dealing with dozens of disarmament resolutions adopted year after year in 

virtually unchanged form? The situation in which these i66ues are being 

resolved ha6 fundamentally changed. Without questioning good intention6 or 

underestimating persistent negotiating efforts, I suggest that actual results 

are incommensurate with the effort6 and resources expended on these issues. 
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These effort8 amount to littlo 110fo than filling dusty archival shelves with 

stacks of unread printed matter. The problems I have just mationed also 

touch upon United Nation8 activity in economic and rocisl developetent. The 

most important phenomenon in the relationship of Bast and West is 

unquestionably the eliminstion of bipolarity. However, what should be truly 

instructive for the United Nations in the economic sphere is the absolute 

collapse of a system based on the idea of administrative redistribution of the 

property of the rich to benefit the poor. 

And yet to a large extent the United Nations has so far based its 

activity on this very idea. This idea still pervades the existing concept of 

a new international economic order and a host of other documents. This is a 

blind alley. The countries of Central and Bastern Burope know from their own 

experience that such a system lead5 at best to stagnation, but more likely it 

leads to general and unstoppable decay. Czechoslovakia sadly corroborates 

this: it ranks today among the less developed countries and, like EO many 

others, it feels an increased and urgent need for foreign assistance. Our 

attitude, however, is based on the premise that no assistance can be a lasting 

source of riches. It can only contribute to fundamental reforms which will 

allow us to create our wealth ourselves. 

That does not mean that we are insensitive to the just requirement5 and 

needs of developing countries. Despite our own difficulties, we slso want to 

contribute to helping them as efficiently as possible. Contrary to 8ome of my 

predecessors, though, I am not here to recite false data on the extent of our 

foreign assistance. This assistance will, for the time being, be modest. 

However, it will be directed far more clearly at effective development 

programmes within the United Nation5 framework and it will increase as soon as 

our economic circumstances permit. 
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However, we are very concerned over shL$rtcomings in the area of United 

Nations programes. A substantial percentage of resources designated for 

development assistance is gobbled up by the bureaucracies of our own 

Orgatiration and of recipient countries, and too little remains for 

development proper. We all know about endless evaluation missions which will 

do anything to avoid the one important issue - an evaluation of their ow;1 

uselessness. We cannot accept the existing insufficient coordination between 

various components of the United Nations system. We are quite baffled by the 

degree of their duplication - if this is indeed the right expression for not 

two but three or more United Nations agencies supporting separate offices in 

the same country, where sach deals with the same problems but where, owing to 

the dispersion of efforts and funds nothing is actually solved. 

We all feel the need for our Organiration to adapt to the new 

reqUirOm8nt8 and increasing demands put on its activity. This is why changes 

are called for everywhere: in the composition of United Nations bodies, their 

mutual relationships and the way they operate, the extent of the 

Secretary-General’s authority, the status of the Secretariat, and the 

financing of the United Nations. 

However , changes are useful only if they result in something demonstrably 

better. I am encouraged that some such changes are already taking place. We 

are determined to help them along in every possible way. 

In particular, I have in mind the transition from propaganda duels to 

realistic negotiations, from mechanical vote-counting to efforts to reach a 

consensus. These efforts should improve conditions for using preventive 

diplomacy and perhaps even for accepting the idea of an arbitration court, 

which could become an important mechanism for solving controversies. The 
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opinions of Member Statee also reflect porltivo changes. Uo are delighted 

that members of the Group of 7 strosrod in their July meoting in London their 

determiaation to strengthen the UnIted Nations and to turn it into a more 

powerful and effective instrument of peace, international recur-i ty and 

protection of human rights. 

Of course, we realixe that it will not be nasy to agree on which 

obstacles prevent the United Nation8 from working more effectively, and thus 

what needs to be changed. The role of the permanent members of the Security 

Council, for example, is one subject of discussion. We conaider the principle 

of unanimity among Security Council permanent member6 a lasting one. No 

longer do we need to fear that ideological antagonisms will lead to a veto 

vote. Indeed, only now is the power of veto becoming an instrument of 

agreement because it forces the holders of that power to seek consensus 

solutions. 

However. a number ot other changea should be undertaken immediately. The 

s!ght of Foreign Ministers day after day presenting their countries’ positions 

on every item of the agenda to an almost empty hall is somewhat comic. It 

should be possible tc distribute written positions beforehand and devote 

meetings to the problems which actually burden us. With such a procedure, 

everyone would gladly attend. It should be possible, for example, to merge 

the Special Political and the decolonixation ComnitteerJ of the General 

Aarembly. We must seriously evaluate the continuing utility of other bodies 

which carry on stereotyped discussions and act as though the entire 

raison d’6tre of the United Nations were concentrated in their own existence. 

The question of the effectiveness of the General Assembly agenda is also an 
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absolutely prarring on.. Brocutirrg ruch changer would in Itmalf rovltalime tha 

United Uationm Chartor, making it uanocemmary to rovimo it. 

Our Organisation im approaching it8 fiftieth birthday. Bational and 

well-thought-out chaagor could croato a mignificant revival on thir 

annivormary. 

In Prague lamt June our President, V/clav tlavol, offorod mm thought8 on 

the l pjrit needed to wet and l hape our rapidly changing timer. I beliovo 

that we could make the kind8 of alteration8 I hevo been proposing in thim 

spirit, and 80, in concluding, I should like to quote Mr. LIavel’s rorark. He 

maid! 

“In fact ws are sll romewhat taken by murprime by the magnitude and 

urgency of the tark which irmusm from the magnitude of thm hope opening 

up before urn. 

'What follow8 from all this? I would may two thingrr firmt, the 

obligation of not fearing daring, unconventional and radical decimionm 

which lead toward8 the distant future and preparing for it; mecond, the 

obligation of undermtanding the difficult and broken terrain, at times 

quite risky in its opacity, on which we mtand and on which wo must make 

decisions." 


